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Abstract

Objective: Long pentraxin‐3 (PTX‐3) is an acute phase protein associated with

cardiovascular disease, lung injury, and mortality. We evaluated the association

between computed tomography (CT)‐measurements of adipose tissue and plasma

levels of PTX‐3.
Methods: We performed a cross‐sectional analysis of community‐dwelling adults

enrolled in the multi‐center Multiethnic Study of Atherosclerosis who underwent

cardiac or abdominal CT and had available PTX‐3 measurements.

Results: There was a U‐shaped association between pericardial adipose tissue vol-

ume (PAT), abdominal visceral adipose tissue area (VAT), hepatic attenuation, and

PTX‐3 levels, with extremes of adiposity associated with greater PTX‐3 levels. Using
multivariable‐adjusted piecewise regression models, among participants with low

PAT, every 1% increase in PAT volume was associated with a 13.8% decrease in

PTX‐3 (95% confidence interval [CI] −21.6 to −6.0); among participants with high

PAT, every 1% increase in PAT volume was associated with a 6.0% increase in PTX‐3
(95% CI −0.4 to 12.5). Results were similar for abdominal VAT and hepatic

attenuation.

Conclusions: In a cohort of community‐dwelling adults, we demonstrated a “U‐
shaped” association between pericardial, abdominal visceral, and hepatic adiposity

with PTX3 levels, suggesting that extreme adiposity is associated with greater

circulating levels of PTX3. Further work is required to identify the mechanisms

linking adiposity and PTX‐3.

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution‐NonCommercial‐NoDerivs License, which permits use and distribution in any

medium, provided the original work is properly cited, the use is non‐commercial and no modifications or adaptations are made.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The prevalence of obesity is rising worldwide and is expected to

affect 42% of the United States population by 2030.1 Obesity is a risk

factor for cardiovascular disease, lung injury, and cancer. A better

understanding of the ways that excess adipose tissue contributes to

these diseases, could identify novel targets for treatment and disease

prevention.

During times of energy excess, fatty acids are stored in adipose

tissue in either newly differentiated or pre‐existing adipocytes.2 The
addition of fatty acids to existing adipocytes results in adipocyte

hypertrophy, increased production of inflammatory cytokines, and

recruitment of pro‐inflammatory macrophages.2–4 Levels of long

pentraxin‐3 (PTX‐3), an acute phase protein produced by multiple

cells including adipocytes, increase after 10–20 weeks of high fat diet

in mice and PTX‐3 knock‐out mice have fewer inflammatory adipose
tissue macrophages.5 PTX‐3 may impair angiogenesis in adipose tis-

sue, impeding the recruitment of pre‐adipocytes, and resulting in

adipocyte hypertrophy with macrophage infiltration.5 Whether these

PTX‐3‐mediated changes in adipose tissue result in detectable

changes in circulating levels of PTX‐3 is unclear.

The association between obesity and circulating PTX‐3 is incon-

sistent. Small studies demonstrated higher PTX‐3 levels in patients

with obesity.6,7 The presence of a haplotype of PTX‐3 that is associ-

ated with lower circulating levels was also associated with less central

adiposity in both mice and humans.5 In contrast, a large epidemiologic

study in older Scandinavian men, demonstrated that more visceral

adipose tissue on MRI appeared to be associated with lower PTX‐3
levels.8 The association between adiposity and PTX‐3 levels may be

modified by age and sex, thus limiting interpretation of these small

studies, and those limited to older men.9,10 Many of these studies also

dichotomized obesity, missing potentially non‐linear relationships

which are often present in analyses of body composition.11

We therefore investigated the association between pericardial

adipose tissue volume, abdominal visceral and subcutaneous adipose

tissue cross‐sectional areas and attenuation, and ectopic adipose

deposition in the liver with circulating PTX‐3 levels in a large multi‐
center multi‐ethnic study of community‐dwelling adults. We hypoth-

esized that increased adipose depot size and greater lipid deposition in

the liver would be associated with higher levels of PTX‐3.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Study participants

The Multi‐Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA, ClinicalTrials.gov

identifier NCT00005487) is an NHLBI‐funded multi‐center pro-

spective cohort study of 6814 adults initially enrolled between 2000

and 2002. At the time of enrollment, patients were aged 45–84 years

without clinically evident cardiovascular disease. Individuals were

followed longitudinally with five additional follow‐up exams. MESA

and all ancillary studies were approved by individual site Institutional

Review Boards. Informed consent was obtained from all participants.

2.2 | Pericardial adipose tissue volume and liver
attenuation

The primary exposure of interest is PAT as measured on cardiac

computed tomography (CT) scan at MESA exam 1 (2000–2002). PAT

was quantified using previously published and validated techniques

(Supporting Information S1: Methods).12,13 PAT was operationalized

in primary analyses as volume (cm3) and in secondary analyses as the

PAT index (PAT volume/height2) to account for total body size and

exposure.14 Sensitivity analyses were performed with PAT volume

measured at MESA exam 3 (2004–2005) since abdominal measures

had been obtained at later exams. PAT attenuation was not

measured. We evaluated correlations between PAT measures at

exams 1 and 3 using Pearson correlations.

Cardiac CT scans contained images of the liver, which were used

to quantify hepatic fat content.15 Using previously described

methods, three regions of interest (ROI) of at least 100 mm2 in size

were identified (two in the right lobe and one in the left lobe), and

mean attenuation in each ROI was recorded.15

2.3 | Abdominal adipose tissue area and
attenuation

A random subset of 1947 individuals underwent abdominal CT scan

between exams 2–4 (2002–2007).16 Secondary exposures quantified

on abdominal CT scan include abdominal visceral adipose tissue area

(VAT) and its mean attenuation (lower attenuation indicating greater

lipid content), abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue area (SAT) and

its mean attenuation. Measures obtained at the level of L3/L4 were

included in the primary analysis. In sensitivity analyses, VAT was

operationalized as the VAT index (VAT area/height2) to account for

total body size and at the level of L4/L5.14 Methods for quantifying

adipose have been previously described.17 As abdominal SAT was

incompletely imaged on a subset of scans, imputation methods were

used to estimate these missing values.18 Imputed SAT values were

used in SAT analyses.

2.4 | Long pentraxin‐3

A sub‐group of 2880 patients, selected to achieve balanced race/

ethnicity, underwent measures of PTX‐3 levels on plasma obtained at
exam 1 (2000–2002). PTX‐3 was measured using a sandwich
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enzyme‐linked immune‐sorbent assay with the PTX‐3 (human)

detection set (Alexis Biochemicals, San Diego, CA; coefficient of

variation 10.2%)19 at the Laboratory for Clinical Biochemistry

Research at the University of Vermont.

2.5 | Statistical analysis

PTX‐3 levels and all adipose depot measures were highly skewed and
were log‐transformed. Changes in PTX‐3 levels are reported as

percent‐change per 1% increase in adipose depot size. Adipose, and

liver attenuation were normally distributed. Changes in PTX‐3 levels

are reported per 1‐HU increase in attenuation.

Given the known quadratic associations between adiposity and

various outcomes,11,20,21 we investigated non‐linear associations

between adipose measures and PTX‐3 using three methods: (1)

generalized additive models with the “gam” function in R, (2) the

Wald p‐value for the predictor2 term, and (3) the “utest” function for
quadratic relationships in STATA.11,14,22 We concluded there was a

non‐linear association if findings were consistent across all three

methods. We analyzed non‐linear associations using piecewise

regression, which allows us to evaluate the association between the

predictor and the outcomes in different intervals of the predictor,

with a separate line fit for each interval. We defined two intervals

with the cut‐point between these intervals defined as the extreme

value quantified by the Utest function.22 When there was insufficient

evidence to support a non‐linear association, we used linear regres-

sion models. Analyses were adjusted for potential confounders

including age, sex, race/ethnicity, estimated glomerular filtration rate,

smoking status, physical activity, hypertension, and coronary artery

disease measured by the Agatston coronary artery calcium score. We

adjusted for the Agatston score given the known associations be-

tween PTX‐3 and vascular inflammation.23 Physical activity was self‐
reported as the amount of moderate and vigorous physical activity

per week in Exam 1 using the MESA physical activity Question-

naire.24 Analyses of liver attenuation were further adjusted for self‐
reported alcohol use.25 Subgroup analyses were defined a priori, by

sex and age (<65 or ≥65).
All analyses were performed using STATA/SE version 16.1 (Sta-

tacorp, LP College Station, TX), and R version 3.3.1 (R Foundation for

statistical computing).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Study participants

There were 6814 adults enrolled in MESA, of whom 2838 had

available measures of PTX‐3 (Figure 1). Of the 2826 individuals with

available measures of both PAT volume and PTX‐3, median age (IQR)
was 61 (53–70), 46% were male, 25% were Caucasian, 25% were

Asian, 25% were African‐American, median BMI (IQR) was 27.1 kg/

m2 (23.9–30.7), median (IQR) PAT volume was 69.8 cm3 (49.8–87.3),

and median (IQR) PTX3 level was 1.9 ng/mL (1.4–2.5) (Table S1).

Eight‐hundred and twenty‐nine individuals had available measures of
abdominal VAT, while 2809 had available measures of liver attenu-

ation (Figure 1). Those with available measures of VAT and liver

attenuation were similar in characteristics to the PAT cohort and full

MESA cohort (Table S1). In the PAT sub‐cohort, individuals with high
PAT were older, more likely to be male, less likely to be African‐
American and had significantly higher weight and BMI (Table 1).

3.2 | Pericardial adipose

There was a U‐shaped association between PAT volume and PTX‐3 as
demonstrated by a significant association between the PAT2 term and

PTX‐3, the U‐test function, and the test of non‐linearity in the

generalized additivemodel (Table S2, Figure 2A). TheU‐test estimated
an extreme point of the curve at a value of 62.5 cm3, which we then

used to divide the cohort into two groups for piecewise regression

analysis: those with PAT volume ≤62.5 cm3 (low PAT) and those with

PAT volume >62.5 cm3 (high PAT). In adjusted analyses, individuals

with low PAT had a significant decrease of 13.8% (95% CI −21.6 to

−6.0, p = 0.001, Table 2) in PTX‐3 levels for every 1% increase in PAT

volume. Individuals with high PAT volume had an increase of 6.0%

(95% confidence interval [CI] −0.4 to 12.5, p = 0.067) in PTX‐3 levels
for every 1% increase in PAT volume. Similar associations were pre-

sent in unadjusted analyses, as well as analyses performed using the

PAT index (Table S3). PAT volume measured at Exam 3 was strongly

correlated with values from Exam 1 (r = 0.90, p < 0.0001) and

demonstrated a similar association with PTX‐3 (Table S4).

3.3 | Visceral adipose

A similar U‐shaped association was noted between abdominal VAT

cross‐sectional area and PTX‐3 levels, as demonstrated by a significant
association by all threemeasures of non‐linearity (Table S2, Figure 2B).
Using anextremepointof 122.1 cm2, individualswith lowVATareahad

a non‐significant decrease in PTX‐3 levels by 8.8% (95% CI −19.0 to

1.4, p = 0.09, Table 2) for every 1% increase in VAT area while

F I GUR E 1 Flowchart for study inclusion.
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individuals with high VAT area had an increase in PTX‐3 levels by 5.7%
(95% CI −5.5 to 16.8, p = 0.32) for every 1% increase in VAT area.

Similar associations were present in unadjusted analyses, analyses

performed using the VAT index, and analyses at L4/L5 (Tables S3

and S5).

There was no evidence of a non‐linear or linear association be-

tween VAT attenuation and PTX‐3 levels (Tables S1 and S6,

Figure S1A).

3.4 | Liver attenuation

Liver attenuation and PTX‐3 levels had a significant U‐shaped rela-

tionship by all three measures of non‐linearity (Table S1, Figure 2D).
Individuals with low liver attenuation (indicating greater lipid

content) demonstrated a 0.36% decrease (95% CI −0.7 to −0.001) in
PTX‐3 level with every 1‐HU increase in attenuation; individuals with

higher liver attenuation (indicating less lipid content), had a 0.22%

(95% CI −0.06 to 0.49, p = 0.12) increase in PTX‐3 level per 1‐HU
increase in attenuation. There was a moderate correlation between

mean liver attenuation at exams 1 and 3 (r = 0.57, p < 0.001). In

analyses performed with liver attenuation measured at Exam 3 (Ta-

ble S2), there were no significant linear or non‐linear associations
between liver attenuation and PTX‐3 levels (Table S7).

3.5 | Subcutaneous adipose

There was no evidence of any significant association between the

abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue cross‐sectional area or

TAB L E 1 Baseline Characteristics by volume of pericardial adipose tissue.

Low PAT volume (<62.5 cm3) (N = 1170) High PAT volume (>62.5 cm3) (N = 1656) p‐value

Age 57 (51–66) 64 (55–71) <0.001

Male 420 (36) 885 (53) <0.001

Race <0.001

Caucasian 281 (24) 433 (26)

Asian 299 (26) 406 (25)

African‐American 364 (31) 338 (20)

Hispanic 226 (19) 479 (29)

Weight (kg) 68 (59–77) 79 (68–93) <0.001

Height (cm) 164 (158–170) 166 (158–173) <0.001

BMI (kg/m2) 24.8 (22.3–27.9) 28.8 (25.8–32.4) <0.001

BMI category <0.001

<18.5 37 (3) 1 (0)

18.5–25.0 563 (48) 311 (19)

25.0–30.0 410 (35) 683 (41)

30–35 113 (10) 422 (25)

>35 47 (4) 239 (14)

Smoking status <0.001

Never smoker 694 (60) 838 (51)

Former smoker 321 (28) 581 (35)

Current smoker 151 (13) 233 (14)

Estimated GFR 82 (73–94) 79 (68–91) <0.001

Agatston calcium score 0 (0–26) 6 (0–112) <0.001

PAT volume (cm3) 46.2 (36.9–54.8) 91.6 (74.8–116.3) <0.001

VAT area (cm2) 101.3 (71.2–142.2) 188.8 (138.9–259.3) <0.001

SAT area (cm2) 157.6 (106.5–215.3) 190.7 (135.1–269.7) <0.001

Note: Continuous variables reported as median (interquartile range); Categorical variables reported as N (%); Missing values: Smoking status on 8

individuals.

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; PAT, pericardial adipose tissue; SAT, abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue; VAT, abdominal visceral adipose

tissue.
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abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue attenuation and PTX‐3
levels in unadjusted or fully adjusted models (Tables S2, S6 and

S8, Figure 2D and Figure S1B). Similarly, there was no signifi-

cant association between body mass index and PTX‐3 levels

(Figure 2E).

3.6 | Subgroup analyses

Age may modify the association between PAT and PTX‐3 (p‐for
interaction 0.01, Table 3). Among those with low PAT, every 1% in-

crease in PAT volume was associated with a 27.4% (95% CI −43.2%
to −11.7%, p = 0.001) decrease in PTX‐3 among those over age 65,

but only an 8.6% decrease (95% CI −17.5% to 0.3%, p = 0.059)

among those less than 65 years of age. Age did not significantly

modify the association between VAT and hepatic attenuation

and PTX‐3 though effect estimates demonstrate similar trends

(Table 3).

The association between VAT and PTX‐3 may be modified by sex
(p‐for interaction 0.02, Table 4) though there was no similar effect

modification for PAT or hepatic attenuation.

4 | DISCUSSION

In this study of community‐dwelling adults, we found a relationship

between PAT, VAT, and hepatic attenuation with circulating PTX‐3
levels. This relationship was U‐shaped with the highest PTX‐3
levels in those with high and low adiposity. Importantly, this rela-

tionship may be significantly modified by age. Our findings suggest

that PTX‐3 may be a relevant biomarker of the extremes of adiposity.
Prior studies evaluating the association between adiposity and

PTX‐3 have been inconsistent. Our finding of a U‐shaped association
between adipose depot size and PTX‐3 may explain these prior

seemingly contradictory reports.5–8,26,27 Linear modeling used in

prior studies allows individuals at the extremes to define the overall

direction of effect. Body mass index, which was used in multiple re-

ports7,8,28 but had no significant association with PTX‐3 level in our

study, varies significantly by race‐ethnicity and is a poor measure of

adiposity.29,30 The absence of an association between BMI and PTX‐3
in our study further emphasizes the limitations of the use of BMI in

the study of adiposity. The largest prior study identified a significant

association between low PTX‐3 levels and high VAT on MRI in 287

Scandinavian men over the age of 70.8 We identified effect

F I GUR E 2 Association between (A) pericardial adipose volume (p for non‐linearity<0.001), (B) visceral adipose tissue area (p for non‐
linearity = 0.02), (C) subcutaneous adipose tissue area (p for non‐linearity = 0.49), (D) liver attenuation (p for non‐linearity = 0.02), (E) body
mass index (p for non‐linearity = 0.55) and long pentraxin‐3 levels. Models are adjusted for age and sex. Dark dotted black line represents the

effect estimates. Surrounding thin lines represent 95% confidence bands. Vertical lines along the x‐axis each represent a single study
individual.
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modification by age, with a stronger association between low PAT

and PTX‐3 among those over age 65. The inverse association found in
the Scandinavian study may reflect the steeper downward slope of

the association among those over age 65. Notably, our finding of

significant effect modification by sex, with a direct relationship be-

tween VAT area and PTX‐3 levels in men, still contradicts the

Scandinavian study. Whether this reflects differences between DEXA

scan and CT imaging, predominant effects of aging, or the limitations

of our study design, is unclear.

Long pentraxin‐3 belongs to the pentraxin family of acute phase

proteins, the best known of which is c‐reactive protein (CRP). While

CRP is produced centrally in the liver, PTX‐3 is produced in the pe-

ripheral tissues by a multitude of cell types including adipocytes,

endothelial cells, fibroblasts, alveolar epithelial cells, neutrophils, and

macrophages.31 For this reason, it has often been invoked as a

marker of local rather than systemic inflammation, and extensively

investigated as a marker of atherosclerotic disease, vasculitis, right

ventricular function, and lung injury.23,32–35 However, the promis-

cuous sources of PTX‐3 suggest that it may not reflect inflammation

or injury in any single tissue but rather reflect cumulative inflam-

mation or injury across multiple tissues. This is consistent with recent

work identifying an association between higher PTX‐3 and an

increased risk of death in sepsis34 and COVID‐1936 and increased

cardiovascular and all‐cause mortality in older adults,19 heart fail-

ure,37 and hospitalized patients.38 Furthermore, greater PTX‐3 is

associated with higher levels of CRP and interleukin‐6 in the MESA

cohort.39 Our work adds to this literature by suggesting that PTX‐3
may reflect states of chronic cumulative systemic inflammation

associated with extremes of adiposity. Furthermore, while obesity

has been associated with CRP, PTX‐3 could potentially be an

important distinct biomarker of disease given (1) different sources,31

(2) effects on neutrophil function,40 and (3) antagonistic effects on

CRP in specific tissues.27

Patients with very little adipose tissue may have greater systemic

inflammation due to malnutrition or chronic disease.35,37,41,42 Greater

PTX‐3 has been previously associated with aging,43 loss of body

weight,44 and lower cognitive performance.44 Higher PTX‐3 was

strongly associated with lower albumin levels and lower BMI in end‐
stage renal disease, further suggesting it may be a marker of protein‐
calorie malnutrition.45 PTX‐3 levels are increased in chronic diseases
including cardiovascular disease and cancer.6,23,35,37,41 This associa-

tionmay also explain our demonstrated effectmodification by agewith

a stronger association between PAT and PTX‐3 levels among those

over age 65 with low PAT. Whether the association between PAT and

PTX‐3 in those under age 65 can also be explained by malnutrition or
chronic disease, is unknown. Reassuringly, our findings were

TAB L E 2 Associations of adipose tissue depots with long pentraxin‐3 levels in piecewise regression models.

PAT N

Low PAT volume (≤62.5 cm3) High PAT volume (>62.5 cm3)

% change in PTX‐3
per 1% increase
in PAT volume 95% CI p‐value

% change in PTX‐3
per 1% increase
in PAT volume 95% CI p‐value

Model 1 2826 −9.8% −17.6 to–2.1 0.013 10.4% 4.1 to 16.6 0.001

Model 2 2826 −13.6% −21.4 to −5.8 0.001 8.3% 1.9 to 14.7 0.011

Model 3 2815 −13.8% −21.6 to −6.0 0.001 6.0% −0.4 to 12.5 0.067

VAT N

Low VAT area (≤122.1 cm2) High VAT area (>122.1 cm2)

% change in PTX‐3
per 1% increase
in VAT area 95% CI p‐value

% change in PTX‐3
per 1% increase
in VAT area 95% CI p‐value

Model 1 820 −7.3% −17.3 to 2.7 0.15 11.4% 1.1 to 21.8 0.03

Model 2 795 −8.3% −18.4 to 1.9 0.11 7.9% −3.1 to 19.0 0.16

Model 3 790 −8.8% −19.0 to 1.4 0.09 5.7% −5.5 to 16.8 0.32

Liver attenuation N

Low liver attenuation (≤54.2 HU) High liver attenuation (>54.2 HU)

% change in PTX‐3 per

1‐HU increase in
attenuation 95% CI p‐value

% change in PTX‐3 per

1‐HU increase in
attenuation 95% CI p‐value

Model 1 2809 −0.49% −0.9 to −0.08 0.02 0.38% 0.03 to 0.73 0.03

Model 2 2809 −0.52% −0.9 to −0.10 0.01 0.29% −0.05 to 0.64 0.10

Model 3 2075 −0.36% −0.7 to −0.001 0.046 0.22% −0.06 to 0.49 0.12

Note: Model 1: Unadjusted. Model 2: Adjusted for age, sex, race. Model 3: Model 2 þ smoking status, estimated glomerular filtration rate, physical

activity, Agatston coronary calcium score, hypertension; Liver attenuation models are additionally adjusted for self‐reported current alcohol use.

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; PAT, pericardial adipose tissue; PTX‐3, long pentraxin‐3; SAT, subcutaneous adipose tissue; VAT, visceral adipose
tissue.
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unchanged in models adjusted for hypertension, renal function, and

coronary artery disease, suggesting that the association between low

adiposity and PTX‐3 levels is independent of these comorbidities.

Further work is required to evaluate whether the association between

low adiposity and PTX‐3 levels reflects malnutrition states.
The association between high PAT and greater PTX‐3 levels may

similarly reflect greater systemic inflammation due to excess adipose

tissue or obesity‐associated chronic disease. Excess energy, in the form
of free fatty acids, can be stored in adipose tissue in either newly

differentiated pre‐adipocytes or in existing adipocytes. The addition of
fatty acids to existing adipocytes can result in adipocyte hypertrophy,

production of inflammatory cytokines, and recruitment of pro‐
inflammatory adipose tissue macrophages.3,4 PTX‐3 may impair

angiogenesis contributing to decreased recruitment of new pre‐
adipocytes, increased adipocyte hypertrophy, and increased adipose

tissuemacrophages.5 This is consistentwith demonstrated increases in

serum PTX‐3 levels in mice after 10–20 weeks on a high fat diet,5

suggesting that excess fat intake may result in adipose expansion and

greater production of PTX‐3. PTX‐3 may also be elevated in chronic

diseases including left ventricular diastolic dysfunction and vascular

inflammation.28,42 We found some attenuation of effect among high

adiposity groups when adjusting for hypertension and coronary artery

disease, suggesting that these comorbidities may partially explain the

association between high adiposity and PTX‐3 though whether these
diseases are simply associated with greater PTX‐3 or result in patho-
logic changes that produce PTX‐3 is unknown. Furthermore, while

PTX‐3 may be a marker of inflammation or injury, its local effects may
be immune‐modulatory.23,46

This study has important strengths. We demonstrated a consis-

tent association between adipose tissue and PTX‐3 across multiple

adipose depots using well‐validated measurement techniques. This

association is present in a large multi‐ethnic cohort of community‐
dwelling adults without known cardiovascular disease. Finally, we

performed extensive sensitivity analyses and demonstrated consis-

tent associations.

There are also several limitations to this study. First, PTX‐3
levels are only available at exam 1, while measures of abdominal

adipose are available at later exams. Reassuringly, our primary

analysis involves pericardial adipose tissue measured at exam 1.

Second, PTX‐3 levels are low in this cohort with only half of the in-

dividuals with a level above the lower limit of normal (2 ng/mL),

suggesting that even patients with “high PTX‐3” still have relatively

low concentrations. However, the ability to identify significant dif-

ferences in PTX‐3 levels by adiposity, even within a narrow range of

TAB L E 3 Associations between PAT volume, abdominal VAT area, liver attenuation and PTX‐3 levels in sub‐groups defined by age.

PAT N

Low PAT volume (≤62.5 cm3) High PAT volume (>62.5 cm3)

p For interaction

% change in PTX‐3
per 1% increase
in PAT volume 95% CI p‐value

% change in PTX‐3
per 1% increase
in PAT volume 95% CI p‐value

0.02

Age <65 1662 −9.0% −17.9 to −9.06 0.048 6.3% −2.3 to 14.9 0.15

Age ≥65 1153 −27.7% −43.4 to −12.0 0.001 7.8% −2.1 to 17.7 0.12

VAT N

Low VAT area (≤122.1 cm2) High VAT area (>122.1 cm2)

p For interaction

% change in PTX‐3
per 1% increase
in VAT area 95% CI p‐value

% change in PTX‐3
per 1% increase
in VAT area 95% CI p‐value

0.70

Age <65 491 −3.8% 016.8 to 9.2 0.57 −8.3% −23.0 to 6.4 0.57

Age ≥65 299 −15.9% −32.0 to 0.2 0.052 22.9% 6.2 to 39.7 0.007

Liver attenuation N

Low liver attenuation (≤54.2 HU) High liver attenuation (>54.2 HU)

p For interaction

% change in PTX‐3
per 1‐HU increase
in attenuation 95% CI p‐value

% change in PTX‐3
per 1‐HU increase
in 51attenuation 95% CI p‐value

0.99

Age <65 1268 −0.2% −0.6 to 0.2 0.29 0.2 −0.1 to 0.6 0.21

Age ≥65 807 −0.8% −1.5 to −0.02 0.04 0.3% −0.1 to 0.7 0.18

Note: Analyses are adjusted for sex, race/ethnicity, smoking status, estimated glomerular filtration rate, Agatston coronary calcium score, physical

activity, hypertension; liver attenuation analyses are additionally adjusted for self‐reported alcohol use.

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; HU, Hounsfield Units; PAT, pericardial adipose tissue volume; PTX‐3, long pentraxin 3; VAT, visceral adipose

tissue area.
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values, further supports its potential to identify even small changes in

inflammation. Third, despite an acceptable analytical coefficient of

variation,47 there is a possibility of mismeasurement. Fourth, we

performed a cross‐sectional analysis of observational data preventing
us from establishing a causal association between adipose tissue and

PTX‐3. Fifth, whether PTX‐3 haplotypes modify the association be-

tween adiposity and circulating levels of PTX‐3 is unknown. Future

work should evaluate the association between adiposity and PTX‐3 in
patients with different PTX‐3 haplotypes. Fifth, adipose distribution

may vary by race‐ethnicity. Future work could evaluate how envi-

ronmental, socioeconomic, and genetic factors modify this associa-

tion. Sixth, we used the data to identify inflection points for our

analysis. Similar thresholds have been associated with the risk of

clinical outcomes in prior work,48–53 though absolute thresholds are

difficult to compare across studies due to differences in measure-

ment protocols, scanner models, and frequent reports from small

cohorts at single centers.

In conclusion, we demonstrated a non‐linear “U‐shaped” associ-
ation between pericardial, abdominal visceral, and hepatic adiposity

with PTX3 levels suggesting that extremes of adiposity are associ-

ated with greater circulating levels of PTX3. Further work is required

to identify mechanisms linking adiposity and PTX including the roles

of frailty and malnutrition.
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